Distinguished lecture - Subra Suresh
President of Carnegie Mellon University

Stony Brook’s College of Engineering and Applied Sciences and School of Medicine are honored to host Professor Subra Suresh, President of Carnegie Mellon University, for the first engineering-driven medicine distinguished lecture series. Professor Suresh will present “The Study of Human Diseases at the Intersections of Engineering, Sciences, and Medicine.”

Suresh began his tenure as the ninth President of Carnegie Mellon on July 1, 2013. Prior to assuming this role, he was nominated by President Barack Obama and unanimously confirmed to serve as Director of the National Science Foundation (NSF), where he served from 2010 to 2013.

Before joining the NSF, Suresh served as Dean of the School of Engineering and the Vannevar Bush Professor of Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

A distinguished engineer and scientist, Suresh is the first and only university president to be elected to all three National Academies — the National Academy of Medicine (2013), the National Academy of Sciences (2012) and the National Academy of Engineering (2002). He is also an elected member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and a fellow of the National Academy of Inventors.
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